Recruitment Notice
School of Economic and Management, Dalian University of Technology

**Backgrounds**

Dalian University of Technology (DUT) belongs to "985", "211" and "Double Tops" projects. School of Economics and Management in DUT has obtained AACSB international certification, CAMEA certification and EQUIS international certification.

School of Economics and Management has a team of excellent teachers, including 1 academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering, 3 "Changjiang Scholars" from Ministry of Education (including 1 distinguished professor and 2 chair professors), 1 leading talent in philosophy and social science under the “ten thousand plan”, 1 winner of outstanding youth fund from Natural Science Foundation of China, 10 winners of the new century talents or across century talents from Ministry of Education.

As a first-level discipline in China, “management science and engineering” discipline in DUT is rated as a national key discipline, ranking the third in the second round of discipline evaluation by Ministry of Education, and entering A class in the fourth round of discipline evaluation by Ministry of Education.

**Research Areas**

- Information Systems (Behavioral/Technical/Economic), E-commerce, Social Media, Information Management, Data Science et al.

**Requirements**

- Outstanding doctoral graduates under the age of 35 and have graduated in recent 3 years (either from local universities or oversea universities)
- No age or graduation time limits for applicants of Associate or Full Professor

**Welfare**

Employment of public institution
All kinds of social insurance and provident fund, occupational annuity
Affiliated kindergarten and schools for employees’ children

**Salary Package**

- A-level tenure track: ¥ 300,000 per year (Annual Salary; Research Funds and Relocation Allowance are not included)
- B-level tenure track: ¥ 250,000 per year (Annual Salary; Research Funds and Relocation Allowance are not included)
- C-level tenure track: ¥ 200,000 per year (Annual Salary; Research Funds and Relocation Allowance are not included)

**Contact**

Zhiyong LIU  leoliuzy@dlut.edu.cn